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ADDICTED is an online lifestyle magazine that indulges readers’ wants, needs and desires in a 
positive way.

A responsive platform for the reader on the go, ADDICTED looks just as inviting on your phone 
as it does on your tablet or computer. ADDICTED’s tastemakers pen habit-forming articles on 
the topics our readers are jonesing for. From reviews to interviews, and inspiring stories to  
how-to’s, readers quickly get hooked and keep coming back for more.

What started out as a Toronto-based blog has since grown into an international digital lifestyle 
outlet, with writers stationed in Canada (Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver), the USA (New York 
and Los Angeles) and overseas into the United Kingdom (London). With expansions in the 
Auto, Finance and Self-Help sections, the team at ADDICTED are constantly working on new 
opportunities for growth and reach. ADDICTED has entered into 2021 with an even greater 
variety of content. With a strong history and bright future, ADDICTED has firmly established 
itself as a respected presence in the digital media landscape.

www.weraddicted.com
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FROM THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
This online magazine started out as an idea to create a destination for well-written 
opinions about a variety of subjects that appealed to me and my friends.

I envisioned a place where one could consume the best and latest in entertainment 
and lifestyle. Now, after lots of hard work, plus adding a team of great writers and 
editors, a healthy addiction was brought to life, and I am so excited to share it  
with you.

I chose the name ADDICTED for many reasons, (not least of which was my own 
struggle with addiction), the greatest of these being the notion of turning a 
negative into a positive. Addiction is a very serious topic, and I do not take it lightly. 
When we talk about addictions at ADDICTED, we are highlighting those addictions 
that inspire. We celebrate the intense focus that fuels magnetic attractions and 
leads to addictions – the ones that drive us and take over our lives in the best  
ways possible.

Our team of passionate writers are head-over-heels addicted to their chosen 
subjects, and they write for us because they just have to share their words with the 
world. Whether it is music, fashion, film, food, great living or love, these addictions 
are what make life amazing.

So, what’s your addiction? 

- Mark Munroe
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FACTS, STATS & REACH

RANKING AS OF AUGUST 2019

HIGHEST PERFORMING VERTICALS

ENGAGEMENT, RELATIONSHIPS & REACH 

DEMOGRAPHICS

TOP COUNTRIES

CANADA (TOP CITIES: TOR, MTL, VAN) 

USA (TOP CITIES: NYC, LA) 

UK (TOP CITY: LDN)

TRAVEL
GOODS AND 
EXPERIENCESLIFESTYLE TECHNOLOGYBEAUTY

ALEXA RANK

CANADA

18,331

READING 
ON MOBILE

60%

AGES 
RANGE

28-45

IDENTITY

52-48

ALEXA RANK

USA

19,369

ALEXA RANK

GLOBAL

99,059

SOCIAL MEDIA WEBSITE IMPRESSIONS

AVG. 
MONTHLY 

IMPRESSIONS

275,000+

AVG.UNIQUE 
MONTHLY 

IMPRESSIONS

200,000+

TWITTER 
FOLLOWERS

24,000

INSTAGRAM 
FOLLOWERS

 5,500

FACEBOOK 
FOLLOWERS

 6,700

READ AROUND THE  READ AROUND THE  
WORLD WITH THE  WORLD WITH THE  
ABIL ITY TO TRANSLATE  ABIL ITY TO TRANSLATE  
INTO ANY LANGUAGEINTO ANY LANGUAGE

ABIL ITY TO DRILL  ABIL ITY TO DRILL  
DOWN TO LOCAL  DOWN TO LOCAL  
GEOGRAPHIES DEPENDING  GEOGRAPHIES DEPENDING  
ON BUSINESS NEEDSON BUSINESS NEEDS

LARGE,  ENGAGED  LARGE,  ENGAGED  
SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWING SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWING 
THROUGH OUR CORE AND THROUGH OUR CORE AND 
EXTENDED NETWORKEXTENDED NETWORK

PROVEN TRACK RECORD  PROVEN TRACK RECORD  
OF QUALITY EARNED  OF QUALITY EARNED  
AND SPONSORED  AND SPONSORED  
CONTENT CREATIONCONTENT CREATION

CONTRIBUTORS PROVIDING CONTRIBUTORS PROVIDING 
COVERAGE FROM CANADA,  COVERAGE FROM CANADA,  
THE USA,  UK AND EUROPETHE USA,  UK AND EUROPE

ESTABLISHED RELATIONSHIPS ESTABLISHED RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH PR AND MANAGEMENT WITH PR AND MANAGEMENT 
AGENCIES GLOBALLYAGENCIES GLOBALLY
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THE ADDICTS
Mark Munroe (EIC/Founder) 
@TheMaleAddict

Mark has lived through more adventures and experiences in his thirty-something years than 
many encounter in an entire lifetime. From world-class athletics in his youth to worldwide 
success as a model, Munroe also worked as an actor, songwriter/producer, solo artist with 
several singles. Of late, Munroe earned the title of Social Media Maverick. His aptitude for 
harnessing the power of social platforms led to his social media company, Munroe Media, 
which helps musicians, businesses and brands reach millions of potential fans, clients and 
customers. As the founder of ADDICTED, Munroe seeks to break boundaries and reach new 
heights in the media world. Munroe’s goal is to bring some style, substance and as much good 
as he can to his readers, spreading the word on a global scale. And with his personal brand, 
The Male Addict, Munroe has reinvented the concept of the modern gentleman, a skill he 
showcases while curating the masculine content on ADDICTED.

#themaleaddict

Nadia Elkharadly (Managing Editor/Co-Founder)  
@TheNadiaE

Addicted to music since her early teens, Nadia Elkharadly fed her habit with her personal 
blog of musical musings. Elkharadly gained experience by curating Examiner.com’s live music 
in Toronto and Indie Music in Canada pages, while also contributing to music legend Bob 
Segarini’s website Don’t Believe a Word I Say.

Once Munroe founded ADDICTED, he and Elkharadly joined forces, and together the lifelong 
friends seek to make ADDICTED the place to go for all the best in lifestyle and entertainment 
reading. As Managing Editor, Elkharadly curates the content on ADDICTED, while constantly 
scouting for talented new writers and photographers to bring on board. When she’s not 
running from concert to concert or diving into new music discoveries, Elkharadly is developing 
her personal brand What She Wants, where, through ADDICTED, she seeks out what she can’t 
live without. Whether it’s her inner fashion and beauty addict, her enduring love of cars, her 
newfound love of craft cocktails or exploring travel and technology, What She Wants is the 
vehicle that drives the feminine aspect of ADDICTED. 

#whatshewants
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Stewart Thurlow (UK Editor) 
@StewartThurlow

Stewart Thurlow is a London-based writer with a keen sense of style, a knack for critical 
thinking and a passion for important social issues. After connecting with Munroe on social 
media and expressing his interest in contributing to ADDICTED, Thurlow was asked to submit 
a sample piece. His work impressed Munroe so much that he asked Thurlow to take the helm 
in the UK. Having worked with some of the world’s top luxury hospitality and lifestyle brands 
across multiple industries, Thurlow now adds his discerning eye to the pages of ADDICTED. 
As UK Editor, Thurlow has made it his mission to seek out and showcase the great in British 
fashion, grooming and lifestyle to our readers around the world.

#rulebritannia

Aron Harris (Music Editor) 
@ARichardPhoto / @DadRockDad
Aron is a content creator based in Toronto. A lifelong music lover, he has also played 
keyboards, guitar and bass in a handful of never-heard-of local bands. Prior to writing 
and shooting for ADDICTED, Aron wrote for Off The Post and Complex’s Hardwood and 
Hollywood. Aron was brought on board not only to manage ADDICTED‘s growing music 
department but also to ensure our concert photography and music reviews are consistent in 
voice and visuals. Among his many passions, he lists graphic design and type, cooking, travel 
and technology, in addition to photography and music.

Aron is ADDICTED’s resident Dad, reviewing products and services through the lens of a 
modern-day urban and husband raising a family in the big city.

#dadrockdad

Erika Larson (U.S. Contributor) 
@ErikaELarson

Erika is ADDICTED’s former Los Angeles-based contributor, now based in Austin, Texas. She 
loves all things food, art, travel, music, and tech. A solo founder of a tech company, she brings 
a real-life tech perspective to her audience. Her knack for foreign language has also found her 
translating text for companies including Maet Media. Her wanderlust is strong, her passion 
for people innate, and she’ll never turn town an invitation to a festival or an exotic destination. 
And with a background in film and television, storytelling is a passion that she continues to fuel 
through her writing. 

#la2austin
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SECTIONS

Addicted to Love?
• A weekly column to help navigate  

the world of modern dating through  
honesty and humour

Addicted Inspirations
• Profiles on inspirational individuals 

• Features about philanthropists,  
entrepreneurs and innovators 

Addicts and Angels
• Giving people who have gone through  

rough times something to smile about

• Pairing brands with people in need  
to create heartwarming experiences  
and content

Arts and Entertainment
• Film and Festival reviews

• Actor/director interviews

Auto
• Reviews of the latest and coolest cars

Beauty
• Beauty tips, tricks and inspiration

• Product reviews

Fashion
• Designer and brand profiles

• Fashion tips/tricks

• Fashion show reviews and coverage

Fitness
• Fitness tips and tricks

• Workout, apparel and equipment reviews

Food and Beverage
• Restaurant reviews

• Cocktail and meal recipes

Music
• Concert and music festival reviews

• Album reviews

• Artist profiles, portraits and interviews

Tech
• Consumer gadget reviews

• Tech recommendations for readers

Travel
• Due to COVID-19, travel reviews  

have been suspended

The Male Addict
• Everything the modern gentleman  

wants and needs

What She Wants
• Exploring what entices and  

engages the modern woman 

ADDICTED Podcast Network
There are currently 4 podcasts under the 
newfound ADDICTED Podcast Network

released

• You Do You: A Dating Podcast: highlights 
 the trials, tribulations and important issues  
in modern dating

• The ADDICTED Music Dept Podcast:   
featuring interviews with artists and  
discussions with music industry insiders. 

in production

• What She Wants: amplifies the voices and 
experiences of female-identifying people

• Adulting in Canada: connects with experts on 
all the things we wish we’d learned before  
we grew up
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EDITORIAL CALENDAR
In addition to the sections above, there will be multiple ongoing themes and projects that  
will be forming our planned coverage over the coming year with a variety of possible 
collaborative opportunities. 

Planned coverage in 2021

Lifestyle:

Giving Back: 
Here at ADDICTED, we firmly believe in using our platform for good and this year we have plans 
to work with as many amazing causes and non-profits as we can. Building on our previous efforts 
over the last few years, our aim is to help leave the world a little bit better than we found it. 

Health, Wellness and Mindfulness: We will continue to provide coverage featuring  
expert tips and ideas to help our readers live a better life, a happier existence, or seek  
the help they may need.

Personal Style: In 2021, Mark, Nadia, Stewart and Aron will feature the best in fashion, style, 
grooming, and beauty:

Men’s Fashion       Women’s Fashion 
(30-Something Style, Dad Style Sharpened)  • Clothing 
• Clothing       • Accessories 
• Accessories      • Beauty and skincare  
• Grooming       

Music: 
In 2021, ADDICTED will continue to focus on big name and local artists alike. However, as we 
began in 2018, we’ll continue putting a special spotlight on independent, Indigenous, female, 
POC and LGBTQ artists. The ADDICTED Music Dept. will feature more diversity and variety 
in our music coverage than ever before, ensuring that all of our readers can find the music they 
love and relate to in our pages. Live music coverage has been suspended due to COVID-19.

New Music Friday: A curated report on the latest music from international, national and indie 
artists that aren’t normally afforded the spotlight.

ADDICTED To England: UK Editor, Stewart will be revealing all the secrets of his country – 
where to go, what to do and when to do it.
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Finance: 
This year, we’ll be looking for solutions to help our readers, not only save money, but helpful 
and effective ways on how to get ahead, and live a better life.

Food: 
At-home cooking and restaurant reviews will be a big focus this year. Listening to the demand 
from our readers over the last few years, we intend to bring them even more of the best places 
to eat out, and show them that, with a little bit of effort, it can be easy to eat well at home too

Mark and Aron will be cooking at home while reporting along the way this year, as the team all 
take turns to eat out at some great spots around the world.

Automotive: 
Nadia will be going on the road in her bid to reduce emissions by spreading the word about 
eco-vehicles, including hybrid and electric cars. Stay tuned for reviews of different options in 
later 2021.

The Male Addict: 
This year, Mark will continue his mission to bring men the very best in fashion, style, food, 
fitness, grooming and more. This year, Mark is poised to deliver his expert tips and use his  
keen eye for fashion to show you exactly what to wear, no matter where you are in the world; 
and that’s just for starters.

Want to work with ADDICTED?  
Reach out to us at the email addresses below to inquire about our sponsored content 
opportunities and other collaborative ideas. 

Inquiries:

Mark Munroe: mark@weraddicted.com

Nadia Elkharadly: nadia@weraddicted.com

Stewart Thurlow: stewart@weraddicted.com

Aron Harris: aron@weraddicted.com

Erika Larson: erika@weraddicted.com 


